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Abstract  
Ship automation is a process in which the control functions of a ship and its equipment, 

previously performed by a person, are transferred to an instrument and technical devices. The 

article shows the ability to automate the search for the causes of malfunctions. Through the 

use of an observer with a DSS, information is processed in real time from the electronic unit 

of the ship's diagnostic system. The example shows how, in the event of errors or 

malfunctions registered by the ship's diagnostic system, the program can independently offer 

a search card for the malfunction that has occurred, accurate to a failed sensor or electrical 

circuit. A method for troubleshooting by using diagnostic matrices is described. 
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1. Introduction 

Any modern ship is a highly complex automated system for a specific purpose. To ensure the 
fulfillment of the assigned task, all the mechanisms and devices of the vessel must perform each of its 

specific functions. And only the well-coordinated work of all the systems of the vessel allows to 

ensure both the survivability of the vessel and the safety of all crew members. Here, one of the most 
important roles in ensuring safety is played by the ship's alarm monitoring system (AMS), the main 

task of which is to monitor the stable operation of all ship systems and warn the operator in case of 

any malfunction. Destruction or failure in work caused by one reason or another, almost inevitably 

terminate the functioning of any technical system. Catastrophic accidents often occur, i.e. there is 
always a risk of an accident. 

The statistics of ship equipment malfunctions shows that with the growth of automation and 

computerization of processes, the growth of breakdowns of ship systems and mechanisms also grows. 
In addition, in the field of operation and maintenance of ship equipment, one should take into account 

the need to find solutions to reduce the negative impact of the so-called “human factor”, which is 

spelled out in IMO resolution A.884 (21). 
The tasks of assessing the risks of shipboard complex technical system (CTS) in the transition 

from the assessment of reliability and safety in a deterministic setting to an assessment in a 

probabilistic setting are relevant today. Processes of changes in the technical state of shipboard (CTS) 

are difficult to predict. The reliability and performance of such systems depend on factors determined 
by their design, production and operating conditions. 

At present, the theory of survivability is at such a stage of development when the basic concepts 

and definitions have not yet been formed; there is no consensus on what is survivability, what is the 
scope of this concept. There are practically no models of the survivability of ship technical systems 

that have been approved by long-term practical use. The wide variety of known indicators of 

survivability rather indicates a lack of clarity in resolving this issue than its elaboration. There are no 

specific methodological developments on the issue of which ship technical systems should be 
assessed, standardized and ensured survivability. Until now, a developed theory has not been created 
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that would contain, like the theory of reliability, general technical results that allow one to study this 
property, evaluate it quantitatively and develop practical recommendations for the designer of 

complex systems to ensure survivability. 

Development of a classification of technical diagnostics tasks, analysis of the forms of 

organization of test and functional diagnosis systems, as well as the development of technical 
diagnostics procedures and substantiation of application methods logical algorithms for finding the 

causes of malfunctioning of complex technical systems with discrete characteristics were studied by 

such authors as: P.P. Parkhomenko, E. S. Soghomonyan, V. V. Klyuev. [1,2] Research in the 
development and testing of diagnostic devices and expert systems for monitoring the main ship 

engines (diesels and gas turbine engines) and auxiliary ship equipment, the strategy of servicing ship 

equipment according to the actual technical condition was studied by E.S. Golub, G.Sh. Rosenberg, 
E.Z. Madorsky. [3-5] 

Most of both domestic and foreign authors consider only individual components and their 

parameters. [6-16] 

2. Problem statement 

The variety and breadth of system analysis allows the use of mathematical modeling methods as 

well as elements of information theory, decision making, etc. 

Technical diagnostics covers all issues related to the assessment of the state of technical objects. 

Consider ship systems and complexes, as well as a diagnostic system that monitors their operational 
state as technical objects that can be described mathematically. 

Monitoring complex technical systems allows, with human participation, to monitor and 

continuously monitor the state of the operating system and, with the involvement of the intellectual 
abilities of a person (operator), predict changes in its state.  At the same time, banks of data and 

knowledge are used, and in some cases, data from periodically conducted diagnostic checks, which 

make it possible to clarify the place of occurrence of defects and the causes of malfunctions. The 
information base for the control and diagnostic procedures is a set of physical parameters. 

The process of assessing the state of a technical object includes the perception and processing of 

primary information from the technical object, the state of which is being assessed, the analysis of 

secondary information about the state of the object and decision making (DM). 
By now, automation has become a huge area of human knowledge, the value of which lies not only 

in their practical use, but also in the worldview aspect. For a more complete understanding of the 

object we are investigating, we represent the AMS in the form of a diagram of a controlled object, 
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: AMS as a control object. 

 

Input influences are signals included in the AMS that are external in relation to the ship's 
diagnostic system and affect its behavior. External signals are divided into control signals - u

1
,u

2 

,…,u
nu  

and disturbing signals - f
1
, f

2 ,…, f
nf 

. 

Control signals include: signals entered by the operator that correct the parameters of the system; 

handshake signals produced by the operator in the form of feedback on receiving an error; signals to 

start / stop auxiliary / reserve mechanisms of the vessel. 
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Disturbing signals include signals from controlled parameters of ship systems. 
Output variables, or variables, that allow describing some aspects of the behavior of ship systems 

that are of interest to decision makers about the possibility of their further functioning - y
1
, y 

2 ,..., y ny 
. 

State variables, or intermediate variables x
1
, x

2 ,..., xnx  
, characterizing the reference states of 

controlled systems. 

For the convenience of operating with multidimensional quantities, we represent the set of control 

variables in the form of a control vector �⃗� . In a similar way, we introduce the concepts of a 

disturbance vector 𝑓 , an output vector 𝑦 , and a state vector 𝑥 : 

�⃗� = (

𝑢1

𝑢2

…
𝑢𝑛𝑢

)     𝑓⃗⃗⃗  = (

𝑓1
𝑓2
…
𝑓𝑛𝑓

)     𝑦 = (

𝑦1

𝑦2

…
𝑦𝑛𝑦

 )  𝑥 = (

𝑥1

𝑥2

…
𝑥𝑛𝑥

) 

 
(1) 

The set of all values that the vector �⃗�   can take at time t forms a control space. Similarly, we 

introduce the notions of a perturbation space, an output space, and a state space. 

I.e. at any time moment t the state of the system is a function of the initial state 𝑥  (t0) and vectors 

�⃗� (t0,t) and 𝑓 (t0,t). If it is known how these vectors changed on the interval [t0,t], then the state of the 

system 𝑥 (t) can be uniquely determined: 

 

𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝐹{𝑥 (𝑡𝑜), �⃗� (𝑡𝑜 , 𝑡), 𝑓 (𝑡𝑜 , 𝑡)} (2) 

 

The output vector at time t is a function of the same variables: 

 

𝑦 (𝑡) = {𝑥 (𝑡𝑜), �⃗� (𝑡𝑜, 𝑡), 𝑓 (𝑡𝑜 , 𝑡)} (3) 

 

The state of the system separates the future from the past, so that the state contains all the 
information needed to determine the object's response to an arbitrary input signal. The concept of a 

state is the basic initial concept and, therefore, cannot be defined more fully than, for example, the 

word set in mathematics. The most that can be done is to formulate the properties that a system should 
have, the behavior of which corresponds to the concept of a state. 

The main property of the state is that its future values do not depend on the nature of the system 

reaching its current state. The state of the system at a given time, as well as the current and future 

values of its inputs, uniquely determines the present and future values of its state and outputs. 
Quick troubleshooting allows you to establish the causes of failures and restore the functionality of 

electrical equipment at minimal cost. Troubleshooting of relatively simple electrical equipment does 

not cause any particular difficulties, and to identify malfunctions of complex electrical equipment and 
complex control circuits, it is required to draw up troubleshooting algorithms to determine the most 

rational sequence of operations. At the same time, the minimum time and money spent on searching 

should be ensured. If we imagine that a ship's complex of systems is a complex mechanism consisting 
of many separate modules, then it becomes necessary to coordinate all such modules to maintain the 

system in working order. For these purposes, we will consider a scheme for maintaining the ship's 

system in working order using an observer and DSS, Figure 2. During the operation of the vessel, the 

automatic mode of searching for failed equipment can be provided using an observer and DSS: 
1. The ship alarm system provides cyclic polling of sensors that measure the parameters of ship 

systems. 

2. The measurement result of each parameter is compared with the corresponding reference values 
stored in the memory of the AMS and the observer. As a result of the comparison, the parameter is 

discretized, i.e. the measured analog value of the parameter is replaced with a discrete one in 

accordance with the same coding system that was used when filling the reference matrix. After the 
completion of each cycle of interrogation of sensors and comparison with the settings of their signals, 

a combination of discrete parameter values is obtained. It is compared with the reference 

combinations recorded in the columns of the diagnostic matrix. Comparison is performed bit by bit as 

long as the bit values match. At the first mismatch, the transition to the next column of the matrix 
occurs. 
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Figure 2: AMS with observer and DSS 
 

3. The comparison continues until a column is found whose combination completely coincides 
with the combination of instantaneous parameter values. Its number corresponds to the number of the 
requested emergency. According to him the operator is given a diagnosis, as well as recommendations 
for possible causes of malfunctions and algorithms for their elimination. 

The algorithm of the diagnostic system with the inclusion of an observer and DSS is shown in 
Figure 3: if a malfunction occurs (an error code is read), the observer with the DSS will automatically 
offer the operator recommendations for elimination. The assessment of possible causes of 
malfunctions is taken from the DSS knowledge base and is determined by the opinion of experts; if 
the cause of the malfunction indicated by the experts turned out to be inappropriate, the decision 
maker enters the signs of malfunction and the program into the DSS, calculates the possible cause of 
the malfunction using the calculation method and also gives the operator recommendations for its 
elimination; if this reason does not help in solving the problem, then the operator is given the 
opportunity to select the possible causes for this malfunction from the knowledge base, where they are 
arranged in order of priority, according to experts. The decision support system (DSS) forms and 
proposes decisions on the need for technical interventions for each specific malfunction, taking into 
account all factors. The decision adopted in the DSS is implemented by the operator (DM) in the 
workflow. The effectiveness of technical actions on the object of diagnosis (faulty system) is 
determined in the feedback subsystem. The feedback subsystem is a tracking device that provides 
comparability of results based on diagnostic information. In this sense, feedback has a unique ability 
of a regulator, which allows accumulating statistics on decisions made and results obtained. 

To take into account the signs that show the priority of one of the causes of the malfunction, we 
will use the technical calculation method. To represent the object of diagnostics in the form of a 
"black box" we set: a set of input influences from stimulating devices and the external environment; 
set of all output (diagnostic) parameters; set of all structural parameters of the object. The problem of 
finding a malfunction is formulated as follows: from the given values of the diagnostic parameters, 
S1,S2,…, Sm, determine the current values of all structural parameters X1,X2 ...,Xm, if the functional 
dependencies between each diagnostic signal and the structural parameters are known: 

 
𝑺𝟏 = 𝝋𝟏(𝑿𝟏, 𝑿𝟐 … . , 𝑿𝒎) 
𝑆2 = 𝜑2(𝑋1, 𝑋2 … . , 𝑋𝑚) 
…………………………….. 
𝑆𝑚 = 𝜑𝑚(𝑋1, 𝑋2 … . , 𝑋𝑚) 

 
(4) 
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Figure 3:  Fault elimination algorithm using DSS 

 
This system of equations is, in fact, a mathematical model of the diagnostic object, which has m 

structural parameters and n diagnostic ones. However, the practical use of such an analytical model is 
still limited.  

This is due to the fact that: the type of functions for the majority of ship systems and their units has 
not yet been established; if the function does not satisfy the conditions of continuity and 
differentiability for each argument, then the solution of the system causes great mathematical 
difficulties; many diagnostic parameters, in principle, cannot be expressed as analytical functions. The 
most widespread for the relationship between possible technical conditions (malfunctions) and 
diagnostic parameters are diagnostic matrices.  

The synthesis of such matrices is carried out in a certain sequence: first, a complete list of possible 
faults is drawn up; for each malfunction, a list of possible causes of these malfunctions is compiled; a 
list of symptoms is compiled for each possible cause; an infinite set of technical states of an object is 
replaced by a finite set, each of which is associated with a certain malfunction. The diagnostic matrix, 
in fact, is a form of recording the system of equations for the technological state of the ship's system 
or its unit. Each column of the matrix corresponds to a certain fault Хi , table 1. 
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Table 1 
Diagnostic matrix 

Diagnostic 
parameters Si 

Possible malfunctions  

X1 X2 …… Xn 

S1 X11 X21 …… Xn1 
S2 X12 X22 …… Xn2 
…… …… ……   …… …… 
Sm X1m X2m  Xnm 

 
Each i-th malfunction has a specific diagnostic parameter that takes two values: 

 

𝑆𝑖 = {
0 − 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

1 − 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠
 

(5) 

 
The diagnostic task in this case is formulated as follows: according to the given values of the 

diagnostic parameters S1 , S2…, Sm, obtained during the diagnostic examination, determine the values 
of the structural parameters X1 , X2... Xm, at the time of verification, if the functional dependencies are 
known (symptoms belonging to a particular malfunction ) between diagnostic and all structural 
parameters in the form of a system of equations or a matrix.  

The solution to the problem consists in transforming a set of diagnostic parameters into a set of 
structural parameters, since it is the values of the diagnostic parameters that are known when making 
a diagnosis. 

The troubleshooting process based on the diagnostic object model, expressed in the form of a 
diagnostic matrix, consists of the following stages: by means of appropriate measurements, the values 
of all diagnostic parameters S1 , S2…, Sm are established; the values of diagnostic parameters are 
substituted into the system of equations; the values of all fault functions are calculated, and if 

 

𝑋𝑖 {
= 1 − 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

≠ 1 − 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑
 

 

(6) 

The feasibility of the process of finding a malfunction should be understood as obtaining an 
unambiguous answer about the technical state of an object within the framework of the accepted 
assumptions about possible states in the presence of any combination of values of diagnostic 
parameters that does not contradict physical representations, i.e. the set of structural parameters 
(faults) of the object would be unambiguous.  

However, the method of constructing the matrix does not guarantee that the selected set of possible 
faults is not redundant. The redundancy of such data leads to an increase in the total time and 
complexity of diagnostics, while the logical process of finding a malfunction becomes more 
complicated, and the search time increases. For this, we add data on the diagnostic symptoms of each 
malfunction to the matrix. The maximum number of matching features is selected as the optimality 
criteria. For example, in the event of a malfunction in the air conditioning system - SUCTION 
PRESSURE IS EXCESSIVELY LOW, the opinions of experts on possible elimination in the DSS 
are reflected as follows, Figure 4.  

The operator (DM) carries out actions with the maximum offered percentage, i.e. checks the most 
likely cause, according to experts. If the specified reason turned out to be incorrect, then the decision 
maker adds to the DSS a number of attributes accompanying the situation that has occurred, Table 2. 

Attributes of malfunction: s1 – Filter drier is frozen; s2 – The current of compressor is lower than 
normal; s3 – The unit can’t reach set point; s4 – EV is excessively frozen. Supply temp. is almost same 
as return temp.; s5 – The valve no click if test it by magnet; s6 - Visible ice on the evaporator coil; s7 - 
Condenser pressure is low; s8 - Compressor start and at once stopped by high pressure; s9 - Evaporator 
coil is frozen; s10 - No visible Freon flow in sight glass; s11 -  The coil is not warm if touch it; s12 - 
Controller give same errors. 

We divide the set of diagnostic symptoms of the original matrix into groups, including columns 
with the same combinations of 0 and 1. We identify the features that have 1 in all rows, they do not 
carry any information and can be excluded. In our example, these are symptoms s3 and s10. 
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Figure 4: DSS screen form. Expert suggestions. 

 
Then we write down expressions for all possible malfunctions, indicating diagnostic symptoms 

that have the value 1. As a result, the malfunction symptoms are distributed as follows: 
 

X1= X2 = X3 = X5 = X6 = X7= X8= X9 = X10 = X11   = s3^s10 
X4 = s3^s5^ s7^s10^ s11 

 
Since the detection of faults X1, X2 , X3 , X5 , X6 , X7, X8, X9 , X10 , X11   is carried out according to 

symptoms S3 and S10, these faults can be considered as one. The object is operational only when all 
possible malfunctions are absent. 

In our example, we select the expected cause of the malfunction with the maximum number of 
symptoms. For this reason, the operator receives algorithms for its elimination: basic and structural 
diagrams with probable localizations of this cause, as well as a procedure for its elimination. Therefore, 
the most likely reason for the failure of the air conditioning system is X4 - Liquid solenoid valve not 
opened. Troubleshoot and fault elimination algorithm for this reason shown in figure 5. 

1. Check the resistance of the solenoid coil. In a working coil, the resistance should be 49 ohms. (see 
diagram and section “photo”). 

 2. Check for mechanical seizure of the solenoid valve. The click of the valve should be heard while 
the magnet is lowering. If it does not click, it is necessary to replace this valve. 

 3. Check the presence of voltage on the solenoid coil when starting the unit. The voltage is checked 
at the same points as in the first paragraph. Normal voltage should be 24V + - 10%. In the absence of 
voltage (or voltage below normal), we check the control points along the entire path of the current from 
the controller to the solenoid coil. 

  4. Check auxiliary relays 3KM2 and 3KM4 - must be activated. Defective relays should be 
replaced with new ones. 

  5. Check the outputs from the PLC cards: Q 0.7, Q 1.0 and Q 1.1. Reload the controller. 
Analyzing the obtained experiment, the following conclusions can be drawn:  the DSS system with 

an observer allows using the experience of experts for a quick response to a malfunction; any, even a 
fully automatic troubleshooting system needs a decision maker for additional information. 

 

(7) 
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Figure 5: Fault elimination algorithm - Liquid solenoid valve not opened. 

 
Table 2 
Generalized diagnostic matrix for the situation SUCTION PRESSURE IS EXCESSIVELY LOW. 

Possible reasons Symptoms of the reasons 
Xi  s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 
X1 Filter-drier partially plugged 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
X2 Low refrigerant charge 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
X3 Expansion valve defective 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
X4 Liquid solenoid valve  not 

opened 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

X5 No evaporator air flow or 
restricted air flow 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

X6 Excessive frost on evaporator 
coil 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

X7 Evaporator fan(s) rotating 
backwards 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

X8 Discharge pressure regulator 
valve defective 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

X9 Faulty suction pressure 
transducer 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

X10 Incorrect software and/or 
controller configuration 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

X11 EEV control malfunction 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
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3. Conclusions  

For ship equipment with a wide range of operating conditions and modes and significant values of 
the resource variation coefficients, group probabilistic assessments of reliability and durability are 
insufficient for timely adoption by personnel of measures to prevent failures and accidents, since they 
do not provide an individual assessment of the actual state of a particular unit, machine, mechanism or 
piece of equipment. 

Through the use of an observer with a DSS, information is processed in real time from the 
electronic unit of the ship's diagnostic system. Based on the continuously received information, the 
DSS displays diagnostic information about the state of the ship's operating systems in a user-friendly 
form. In the event of errors or malfunctions registered by the ship diagnostic system, the program can 
independently offer a search card for the malfunction that has occurred with an accuracy of a failed 
sensor or electrical circuit. 
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